LET’S
CELEBRATE:

CHANGING FACES IN
GREATER BOSTON

Suffrage centennial

BY JOHN LIN

A

BY CLEA MATT

F

aneuil Hall became a sea of white,
gold, and purple on a rainy Tuesday
evening when a group of people gathered to celebrate 100 years of women’s right
to vote in Massachusetts.
The event marked the state ratifying the
19th Amendment – a milestone some believe isn’t mentioned enough.
“We didn’t know. It was just erased,”
said Fredie Kay, president of the
Massachusetts Women’s Centennial
Suffrage Coalition, which planned the festivity, and yearlong celebration.
The Great Hall was filled with notable
Massachusetts residents and speakers,
including Lt. Gov. Karyn Polito, Attorney
General Maura Healey, local mayors, and
other political figures.
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Taking stage at the celebration.
Kay emphasized the importance
of young people learning how long
and hard the fight was for suffrage.
She noted, however, not all women
were accepted. Poll taxes, literacy
tests, and Jim Crow laws, made it
impossible for women of color to
vote, even after the national passage
of the 19th Amendment.

Healey said that voter suppression
is still an issue across the country
and added it could have influenced
Stacy Abrams’ loss in the 2018
Georgia’s governor race. “Let’s do all
we can to make sure everybody who
is eligible can vote,” said Healey.

SUFFRAGE continued on page 4

recent report that highlights
the significant influx of minority populations in Greater
Boston is prompting various organizations to call for more inclusion of
these diverse groups.
Known as “Changing Faces in
Greater Boston” the project was a
collaboration among the Boston
Indicators, the Boston Foundation,
and the University of Massachusetts
Boston. It showed that all Greater
Boston suburbs, which have traditionally been predominantly white,
report up to 48 percent increases in
minority populations from 1990 to
2017. Boston, which has a historically diverse population, also saw a

FACES continued on page 11

New ‘JFK Moonshot’ AR game takes flight
BY RYAN MULLER

T

he John F. Kennedy Library
Foundation has released an augmented reality game called JFK
Moonshot, a simulation of the Apollo 11
space journey, in hopes of inspiring the
youth of this generation.
The JFK Library has tasked itself with
commemorating the 50th anniversary of
the moon landing in a thoroughly modern
way. On July 16, 1969, the world watched
in anticipation, fear, and anxiety, as the
Saturn V rocket launched the Apollo 11
team into an uncertain future.
Steven M. Rothstein, the executive director for the JFK Library Foundation,
has been a key figure in determining the
goals and aspirations for the app. One of

these goals was to include the impact that
Kennedy had on space exploration.
“President Kennedy motivated a generation,” Rothstein said. “We hope that this
app, even in a small way, motivates people.”
JFK Moonshot includes mini games,
logs, and will feature a special tracking
event on July 16, to provide audiences
with entertainment, history, and a feeling
of what it was like 50 years ago.
“We want to encourage young people…
[have them] think about careers…and
think about going into STEM,” Rothstein
explained.
The app provides the opportunity for
people to look into a great historic event
that still has effects lingering today.
Going beyond the app itself, Rothstein

and the foundation has planned “Space
Fest” at the JFK Library on July 20, the anniversary of the moon landing.
Starting on July 16, people will be able
to watch a simulated Apollo 11 launch beginning at 9:32 a.m., the time the actual
Apollo launched. From here they can track
the module in real time through the roughly
120 hour journey from launch to the moon.
At the JFK Library, people can witness a 363-foot-tall simulation test flight
as well.
Rothstein said all ages are welcome to
either of these events. However, if they can’t
make it, they can still track the simulated
Apollo on their own devices at home.
“I think [Kennedy] would be incredibly
proud,” Rothstein said.
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Apollo 11 rocket simulated
through JFK Moonshot,
outside of the JFK Library.

BRUINS FOUNDATION
PAYS IT FORWARD
BY ASHTON GUNTER

I

n the three short years Leandra Murphy has
held the position of coordinator in the Boston
Bruins Foundation, she has seen the organization grow in a manner she never expected.
The non-profit foundation teams up with other
organizations that focus on promoting health,
wellness, learning and athletics.

“TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH A GROUP SUCH
AS THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS HAS BEEN GREAT
TO US. IT’S BEEN A GREAT PARTNERSHIP.”
LEANDRA MURPHY,
BOSTON BRUINS FOUNDATION

Fans rooting for the U.S. women soccer team.
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Interest in U.S. women’s soccer
reaching fever pitch
BY RYAN MULLER

I

t wasn’t the usual scene at
Boston City Hall Plaza this week
when dozens of faces were concentrated on a television screen,
rooting for the U.S. women’s soccer
team playing against Spain in the
FIFA World Cup.
Although the actual event was
taking place in Paris, multitudes
gathered at the outdoor plaza to
take in the action. Many individuals settled in, sitting along the farreaching stone walls of the plaza,
as the game played on a jumbo TV
in front of them.
A few were savvy enough to
know the stats - that the U.S. had,
up until that point, played three
separate matches, and scored 18
total goals for the year. But even
those who don’t follow soccer
agreed that women’s sports are
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reaching more audiences than ever.
According to FIFA’s website,
global interest has hit “new highs”

in their women’s World Cup series.
As of June 22, digital views of the
World Cup have reached 433 million
alone. And in the U.S., television
views have reached approximately
50 million as of June 17.
Many in the crowd on the plaza
shared glimpses of how soccer influenced them and some shared
that they played soccer in the past.
They said the women on the U.S.
team in past years have been an
inspiration during their childhood
days.
Soccer fields would be a more
inviting place for their daughters
with role models like the U.S. women’s team, they said.
At the end of the event, the U.S.
won their match 2 to 1, and cheers
exploded from the crowd, clearly
wanting to see the women back for
the finals on July 7.

It was on the smaller end 16 years ago, and
now the organization is raising upwards of $5-6
million dollars a year, making it one of the top
tier fundraising groups in Massachusetts,
Murphy said.
The foundation recently broke a U.S. record
for most sales in a 50/50 drawing. The raffle was
in support of an ailing community, Humboldt,
Saskatchewan, which lost 15 people, including
both hockey players and coaches, in a horrific
bus crash.
“The hockey community’s a close-knit group
of people that allowed that drawing to become a
record breaking support effort,” Murphy said.
As part of its commitment to the community,
the foundation three years ago introduced the
B-Fit program. A former Bruins strength coach
kickstarted the B-Fit program, which includes
going into schools to help out with health and
overall well-being.
Since its creation in 2003, the Boston Bruins
Foundation has raised more than $30 million.
This past year, the Foundation donated more than
$3 million to 150 nonprofit charities. Its major
partner is Special Olympics Massachusetts, which
recently received a million dollars.
“To be associated with a group such as the
Special Olympics has been great to us. It’s been a
great partnership,” she said.
The foundation also is the ringleader of many
events that are held for fundraising purposes.
The spread of hockey has left an impression on
ordinary citizens yearning for a taste of the sports
culture to fans all across the world.
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BY HANNAH FLAYHAN

T

he group that created The Catalyst consists of 18 talented individuals with many
differences; from heritage, to religion, to
hometown. But, there is one thing we all have in
common: passion.
For many, passion can mean different things.
But to us, passion is the force that drives us to
advocate for our beliefs and to speak our truths
to the public. The staff of The Catalyst – a group
characterized by their clear differences – are
brought together and connected by our ambition.
We are the catalysts in our communities, creating
change and bringing issues to light.
We advocate for a wide variety of topics; from educating others on climate change and implementing gun reform, to mental health awareness and
the establishment of true equality. As a group, we
hope to abolish the stigma around journalism and

eradicate the mere possibility of fake news.
Our job as young journalists is to inform the
public of the issues plaguing the world and inspire
progress. In addition to informing the public, our
duty is to create connections between seemingly
unrelated elements. We connect our journalistic
duty to our passion for advocating on social justice issues.
These were the ideals that the late Carole C.
Remick held, and the staff of The Catalyst are upholding her beliefs in their daily work as journalists. Our work is fueled by our passions and our
beliefs. The connections that we have made with
each other and within our communities compel
our desire to create a bridge between the public
and the truth.
The members of The Catalyst have done our
duty and will continue to do so; now it’s your turn.
What are you going to do to change the world?
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A woman’s voice, guiding your growing
BY RAFAELLA HILL-MOSHER

G

loucester playwright Laura
Harrington is working on
a revival of her 1996 production “The Perfect 36,” which reminds different generations of the
efforts made in the early 1900s to
secure women’s right to vote.
The musical tells the story of renowned suffragists such as Carrie
Chapman Catt and Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, as well as the movement
overall. Harrington is seeking financial backing for the revival in time
for next year’s 100th anniversary of
the 19th Amendment’s ratification
because she strongly believes the
subject still is relevant today.
“We’re in a very different era,”
Harrington said, citing the #MeToo
movement and the presence of
women currently running for presi-

dent. “Suddenly this show seemed
incredibly topical and on-point.”
She is, at the moment, working
on gathering funds and support for
the production.
“We are kind of taking the grassroots approach of taking one little
step at a time, reaching out to all
the people we know, and hopefully
being able to raise the money to do
that.” She is also planning to create
a concert reading of the show in both
Nashville and D.C. “It’s a challenge.
It’s always a challenge in the theater…I just have to believe that we’re
going to make it happen.”
The original play, which was commissioned by the Tennessee Repertory
Theatre, steps back in time, reliving the
moment of the suffragists’ triumphs.
It is “a story of people coming together, working together, men and

I

f numbers tell the
story, consider this:
the Massachusetts
Women’s Political Caucus
(MWPC) supported eight
women running for office five years ago. This
year, 83 women have reBY DEVIN TWEEDIE
quested endorsements
from the group.
That significant increase conveys the growing trend of
more women entering Massachusetts’ political world,
said MWPC’s former president Gail Jackson-Blount.
“More and more women now who are on the hunt for
support from our organization are starting at the local
level,” said Jackson-Blount.
The MWPC has been able to reach women across the
state in order to increase both female candidacy and
diversity. Committee locations across Massachusetts

LOCAL
WOMEN IN
POLITICS

SUFFRAGE continued from page 1
Even inside the suffragist movement,
there were complications around race
and class, and this was part of the conversation at the event. Several speakers
noted the lack of suffragists of color and
overall discrimination. Inclusion was a
buzzword in several speeches.
Kay pointed to Ida B. Wells, a black
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women, Republican and Democrat
and Independent, to make political change and they, against all the
odds, succeed,” Harrington said.
Harrington said the play connects with people today by showing
the struggles are ongoing. “One of
the great things about women getting the right to vote is you can look
at that as one of the first shots in
the civil rights movement.”
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Laura Harrington

include the Berkshires, Greater Newburyport, South
Shore, and Worcester.
Jackson-Blount describes the organization as “a
non-partisan, pro-choice organization that supports
women’s candidacy.” The MWPC requests applications
from different candidates who wish to be sponsored.
According to Jackson-Blount, Massachusetts has
made positive strides, but still faces challenges. The
MWPC stated that Massachusetts has yet to elect a
female governor. Also, one of the current senators,
Elizabeth Warren, is the first woman elected to the U.S.
Senate from Massachusetts.
While the state itself needs to make changes,
Jackson-Blount said some issues may also have to be
fixed by society and overcome by women internally.
“By 2020, we would love to see the numbers [become]
more even,” Jackson-Blount said. “We would see 50 percent or 51 percent women in elected office but that’s
unrealistic. However, we can still try.”

activist and journalist, who was ostracized by her fellow suffragists. “She was
told she had to walk at the back of the
parade in Washington,” said Kay, emphasizing that Wells refused and snuck
into the front of the procession.
Wells was not the only woman to be
marginalized in the movement. Lucy
Stone, a white woman, was written off

ELM HELPS
BUSINESSES GO GREEN
BY BRIDGET BUSHEY

T

he Environmental League of Massachusetts
(ELM) is connecting businesses with environmental leaders to create green policy
that benefits both the profits of companies and
the people of the Commonwealth.
According to its website, ELM is working to
make the state “a leader in environmental and economic sustainability.”
Located in the heart
“MASSACHUSETTS
of Boston, the league
COULD
BE THE SAUDI
is the oldest environmental advocacy orARABIA OF WIND.”
ganization in the state,
MIRIAM POSNER,
serving on the front
DIRECTOR OF ELM’S
lines since 1898.
CORPORATE COUNCIL
Miriam Posner,
director of ELM’s
Corporate Council,
said the organization
is connecting businesses that have green intentions, and giving
them public exposure.
“Knowing who cares about what, and connecting them to the right resources,” are key elements
of her position, Posner said. The Council works
with dozens of businesses around the state, including the University of Massachusetts at Lowell.
Nancy Cicco, a spokeswoman for UMass
Lowell, described how the university is working
with ELM.
“We will continue to work with the ELM...to
develop cutting-edge approaches to advancing
sustainability and other environmentally sound
practices,'' said Cicco.
But the ELM doesn’t stop at the corporate sector; it goes all the way to Beacon Hill. Lawmakers
like Sen. Marc Pacheco, D-Taunton, have introduced bills that focus on sustainable energy and
offshore wind resources. “Massachusetts could be
the Saudi Arabia of wind,” said Posner.

by some suffragists because she sided
with abolitionist Frederick Douglass on
the 15th Amendment, which sought the
vote for black people.
Author Laura Harrington, who wrote
the musical “The Perfect 36,” about
the suffragist movement and attended
the event, said she believes that as uncomfortable as it may be, people cannot

“cherry pick” what parts of history they
choose to recognize.
Philanthropist Barbara Lee called the
room to action. “We have much more
work to do to build a fully inclusive and
intersectional women’s movement,” Lee
said. “White women in particular must
continue to listen and learn from those
who have been left out.”
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Health center still going
strong after 50 years

The renovated interior of HSNHC.
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BY ISABELLA SORIAL

I

t’s been 50 years since the Harvard Street
Neighborhood Health Center (HSNHC)
first opened its doors and it has yet to turn
down a patient.
This year, the center plans to celebrate its
50th anniversary with two events. One is a
fund-raising gala on Oct. 4 at the Exchange
in Boston to recognize donors and others who
have worked closely with the center, including founding CEO Lorraine Baugh. It will
also hold a community health fair Sept. 7 at
Franklin Park, across from its headquarters.
The center, which helps people get medical insurance, also provides funding for those
who can't pay, using a sliding fee scale based
on income.
“It is our call to help communities get
better-quality health care,” said Kathy Best,
chief performance and strategy officer, who
became involved with HSNHC in 1990 after
completing her bachelor’s degree at Alabama
State University. The center has a pharmacy, OB/GYN department, pediatric center,
food pantry, dental clinic, veterans center,

behavioral health department, and more.
Employees help clients secure housing, employment, food, and basic social services.
The center’s regulations require that 51
percent of the board of directors, who are
responsible for setting policy, have to be patients. Because the center is in the community it serves, it seeks direct feedback to make
improvements.
“I am held accountable for issues here because I live here,” said Best, who was born
and raised just two streets from the center.
The help with stress, the center provides
stretch yoga and meditation classes. When a
community member was shot on Pasadena
Road in Dorchester, its Neighborhood Trauma
Team reached out to the family.
The center reports data to the government
in order to receive its federal funding. In the
‘90s, the health center’s community had a
higher infant mortality rate than many third
world countries. Through special programs
the center created, it successfully decreased
the infant mortality rate in the area.

HEALTH CENTER continued on page 8

Food Bank launches hunger free campaign
BY ANNIKA OUR

M

any people cannot
see where they will be
in the next decade,
but the Greater Boston Food
Bank (GBFB) sees itself making
Eastern Massachusetts hunger
free in 10 years.
The Food Bank recently
launched a new campaign,
known as HungerFree28,
with a goal to make Eastern
Massachusetts hunger free by
2028. They hope to provide three
nutritious meals a day to those
suffering from food insecurity.
According
to
the
Massachusetts Public Health
Association, there are many
Boston neighborhoods who do not
have immediate access to healthier and more nutritious food. For
many it is also a matter of the increased prices of fresh produce.
Many employed, food insecure
households skip meals in order
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to cover other expenses, such as
medical costs or housing bills.
“We want to increase the matrixed way of delivering food and
access to food,” said Catherine
Drennan, the director of communications and public affairs,
who explained how the Food
Bank distributes their food
through their large network of
food pantries, health centers,
and other programs.
For Drennan, this means increasing awareness of how people with limited access to food
can get fresh foods and produce
through their local food pantries
or meal programs.
Drennan emphasized how
hunger affects all classes of
people. Many working families
and individuals simply do not
have an income that can provide
three meals a day. Immigrants,
seniors, children, veterans, and
the chronically ill are just some

populations that do not have
consistent access to food.
“There are many different faces
of hunger,” Drennan said.
In Eastern Massachusetts,
one in 11 people and one in nine
children are food insecure, while
GBFB serves one in 12 people.
According to the Food
Research and Action Center, food
insecurity is an increasing problem. From 15.1 percent in 2016,
the national rate of food insecurity rose to 15.7 percent in 2017.
It is expected to increase.
With current trends, GBFB
estimates that to accomplish the
goal of the HungerFree28 campaign, it will cost $50 million, but
with an unreliable future, that
could change.
“We had to put a stake in the
ground, make a statement, and
have a goal to work towards,
but anything could happen,”
Drennan stated.
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The organizational system of the GBFB.
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Meet the Staff
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Sophia DeJesus

Ryan Muller

Sophia DeJesus, 16, will be a junior at Smithfield
High School in Rhode Island. She’s a Taurus and
a Gryffindor. When she was younger, she enjoyed
reading and writing. This is what led her to want to
pursue journalism. She found out about NEHSJC
through her school, and is excited to participate in
this program. BY BRIDGET BUSHEY

Ryan Muller, 17, is a rising senior at Wahconah
High School in Pittsfield. His junior year he created
the Wahconah Weekly, the high school’s weekly
news broadcast. Outside of school, he enjoys hanging out with his friends while playing video games
or working on video projects. Ryan also runs lights
for his school’s theater program. BY CLEA MATT

Anek Yen

Maliyah Stewart

Anek Yen, 17, who will be a senior at Concord
(N.H.) High School, is a student who refuses to let
expectations define her. Driven by the ambition of
her Sudanese family, she seeks to honor her roots
through a career in international relations. The selfdescribed introvert also dedicates her time to writing speeches and poetry. BY RAFAELLA HILL-MOSHER

Maliyah Stewart, 17, is a rising senior at Brockton
High School, who wants to make a difference. She
has taken dance, mostly hip-hop, since she was
8. She works on her school’s newspaper, writing
about holidays and their meanings. She is passionate about ensuring equal opportunity and creating
equity in criminal sentencing. BY ISABELLA SORIAL

Isabella Sorial

Franceska Lucaj

Isabella Sorial, 18, is a graduate of Stamford High
School in Connecticut. She oversaw four clubs at
her school: Debate, Model U.N., the Mayor’s Youth
Leadership Council, and the newspaper. Isabella
will be attending the Honors Program at George
Washington University where she will major in
international relations and minor in journalism.
BY ANNIKA OUR

Franceska Lucaj, 15, will be a sophomore at North
Kingstown (R.I.) High School. A passionate terpsichorean, she enjoys expressing herself through different genres. When she’s not dancing, she loves
cooking potato casserole and her native Albanian
barak. Franceska is involved in the #MeToo movement and hopes to use journalism to shed light on
women’s health issues. BY JOHN LIN

Isabel Harrington

Bridget Bushey

Isabel Harrington, 17, is a moving butterfly who
has lived in three different states. She is a rising
senior at Newtown High in Connecticut and is an
aspiring photojournalist. Artistic and innovative,
she founded Think Tank, a current affairs club at
her school. She also loves to hike, run and surf.
BY ASHTON GUNTER

Bridget Bushey, 16, will be a junior at Sabis
International Charter School in Springfield. Bridget
is a member of her school’s model congress, as well
as a participant in her community theater. Bridget’s
favorite thing about Springfield is the diversity. She
says it has given her experience with many different
backgrounds. BY JONAH BINGHAM
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Anya Grondalski

Annika Our

Anya Grondalski of Charlton is a 16-year-old rising senior at Shepherd Hill Regional High School
in Dudley. Her interests include singing, as she is
the vocal captain of her school choir. She is also
interested in English and marine biology. Outside
of school, Anya is on the Board of Selectman and a
writer for The Citizens Chronicle. BY NOAH GRIEF

A passionate soldier that fights for what is right
and who coincidentally loves to write, Annika
Our, 17, is a soon-to-be senior at Douglas High
School and full-time social activist. She is a member of the National Honor Society and the Student
Council. She also is on the track and field team.
BY RYAN MULLER

Hannah Flayhan

Ashton Gunter

Hannah Flayhan, 16, a passionate student at
Shepherd Hill Regional High School in Dudley, is
currently the Senior Editor-in-Chief of her school
newspaper. She began journalism classes sophomore year with Mr. Stefan, who is her “driving force.”
Hannah has also been published several times in
her local newspaper. BY SOPHIA DEJESUS

Ashton Gunter, 16, is a bowling enthusiast from
Taunton who is interested in sports journalism.
He is involved with Distributive Education Clubs
of America, SADD (Students Against Destructive
Decisions), and Portugese Club – even though he is
not Portuguese. Ashton enjoys summers traveling
and hanging at the beach, as well as eating authentic Chinese cuisine. BY ANYA GRONDALSKI

Devin Tweedie

Rafaella Hill-Mosher

Devin Tweedie, 17, will be a senior at Cumberland
(R.I.) High School. She is the vice president of
her school’s National Language Honors Society.
She currently works at a farm and has been
there for two years. Devin wants to major in international relations and become a traveling
journalist with a focus on covering terrorism.
BY MALIYAH STEWART

Raffaella (Raffi) Hill-Mosher, 17, is a junior at
Montpelier High School in Vermont. Raffie is obsessed with writing and being behind a camera, so
video journalism combines the best of both worlds
for her. In Chicago, she attended a camp where she
made a video on a conversation about gang violence
and stereotypes. BY ISABEL HARRINGTON

Clea Matt

John Lin

Clea Matt, 18, is a graduate of Danvers High
School. Throughout high school, Clea was involved
in the theater program and the school’s a capella
group. She was president of the Government and
Politics Club and organized an immigration rally
and school walkout. This fall, Clea will attend Pace
University and hopes to become a travel journalist.
BY FRANCESKA LUCAJ

John Lin, 16, is a rising junior at Boston Latin
School. He currently serves as the news editor for
his school newspaper, The Argo. Outside of school,
he plays clarinet at New England Conservatory. His
goals are just as ambitious as his achievements as
he aspires to combine journalism with science his
career. BY DEVIN TWEEDIE

Jonah Bingham

Noah Greif

Jonah Bingham, 16, an incoming junior at
Brattleboro (VT.) High, is more than he seems.
He aspires to be a sports journalist in the
broadcasting field and is planning on applying to colleges like the University of Florida and
Northeastern University. He is interested in
writing about things that is passionate about.
BY ANEK YEN

Noah Greif, 17, is a rising senior at Wakefield
Memorial High School. Noah is the trumpet section
leader in the marching band member, the captain of
the tennis team, and writes for The Wakefield Daily
Item. He aspires to pursue a degree in journalism or
sports management. His biggest achievement is winning the McDonough writing competition last March.
BY HANNAH FLAYHAN
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Changing the
face of ballet
BY FRANCESKA LUCAJ

L
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The Literary District Alley, located near Emerson, is an accessible form of public art in Boston.

Artists are the new soldiers
BY ISABEL HARRINGTON

the cultural equity gap in the contemporary art world.
o some, art can be a powerful weapon to spark Through the survey, the organization found that “91
discussions that shine light on social issues. Arts percent of the participants who work in the art field say
Connect International (ACI)
there is a cultural equity gap in the
helps promote that conversation by
contemporary art world in America.”
empowering artists who have innova“We’re big on calling for reformative solutions to social justice issues.
tion, not only how art is valued on
The main mission of ACI is to
an economic standpoint but from
build equity and inclusion through
a cultural standpoint, and whose
the arts by collaborating with nonvoice and narrative and story can
MARIAN TAYLOR BROWN,
profits to fund inclusive programs to
be told and empowered through the
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF ACI
showcase diverse voices.
creative execution and examination
“Artists are a vehicle for social
of art,” said Taylor Brown.
change and social justice to be enThese types of programs allow
acted and to take place,” said Marian
people to see each other thriving,
Taylor Brown, executive director of
according to Taylor Brown. She said
ACI.
people who come from traditionally
Taylor Brown said the organization
marginalized communities don't see
supports artists so they can express
themselves represented in the arts
their voice to more of the public as a
“There's a ton of leadership studcatalyst for awareness to a variety of
ies to the difficulties of entering into
issues specific to their own stories.
a field if you don't see yourself repreACI conducted a study to examine
sented in that space,” she said.

T
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“ARTISTS ARE A VEHICLE
FOR SOCIAL CHANGE
AND SOCIAL JUSTICE.”

ong legs and necks, tiny waists and
skinny all describe the stereotypical ballerina body. However, BalletRox has a different idea of what a dancer should look like.
Anthony Williams, the first African-American
dancer to join the Boston Premier Ballet
Company, founded the non-profit BalletRox in
1992 because he wanted to give young people
the opportunity to pursue their passion in a
safe and non-judgmental environment.
According to BalletRox’s website, the organization offers affordable and handicap-accessible dance classes for children of all ages.
While teaching students dance techniques, the
teachers also provide fundamental life lessons.
Carol Knox, BalletRox volunteer executive producer, said her team works with students to empower them with the confidence they need for life.
“We are not looking to develop the greatest
dancers,” said Knox. “We are really just making
sure the youth that go through the program are
happy, healthy, and are enjoying dance.”
BalletRox, which offers a variety of dance
styles, including ballet, lyrical, and hip-hop,
and teaches several age groups. The students,
after learning dance numbers, participate in
recitals.
A recent recital piece, “Unsteady,” focused
on bullying, Knox said. Four dancers performed the emotional piece. One of the dancers
had been badly bullied and poured her pain
into the performance, Knox added.
Knox said the stereotypical image of dancers
and how they view themselves is “so destructive.”
“I think dancers are so beautiful in so many
different shapes,” Knox said, “and some of my
best dancers look the opposite of what a ballerina body is supposed to look like.”

HEALTH CENTER continued from page 5
The center also created programs that
have addressed the crack and opioid epidemics and other public health issues.
HSNHC has received awards for the quality of its services, including its ability to respond to problems and patient needs in a
timely manner.
Best left the center twice for other jobs, but
returned because “the vibe of this place never
leaves you.” She said, “Once you start, you
can never leave the health center.”
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New chief of arts and culture creating
opportunities for local artists
BY HANNAH FLAYHAN

K

ara Eliott-Ortega was hired
as Chief of arts and culture in
August 2018, and since then
has spearheaded many programs that
have improved the cultural appeal of
Boston.
The position was created in 2014 and
was previously held by Julie Burros.
The chief’s duty is to oversee the Arts
and Culture Cabinet, consisting of the
Boston Public Library and the Mayor’s
Office of Arts and Culture.
The Boston Creates cultural plan,
established in 2016, has just begun its
fourth year. The plan is based off of five
main goals: creating space for art, assisting local artists, promoting culture
and equity, integrating art into the surrounding communities, and creating
partnerships.
Additionally, an Artist Resource
Desk was created in order to assist local artists. The Artist Resource
Manager serves as the connection between artists and opportunities.
“[These projects] will lift up all of
Boston and make it a more creative city,”
said Kristina Carroll, the communica-

YOGA IN
A CHAIR?

PHOTO CREDIT: ANYA GRONDALSKI

Some may see it as a stretch, but chair
yoga is taking off in Boston.
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tions director for the Mayor’s Office of
Arts and Culture.
The office is currently trying to pass
a piece of legislation that will create a
state-wide commission involving artistic attractions to get a constant flow of
revenue. They have received resounding support from the involved neighborhoods throughout the process of Boston
Creates, Carroll said.
Artist space has been a large challenge, due to the lack of space and large
group of artists looking for a home,
Carroll said. The city has created guidelines for developers so that artist space
will be worked in during the building
process. In addition, the city owns land
that they plan to develop into housing
for artists.
The Artist in Residence program
was created in order to assist local artists and help individual artists stay and
thrive in Boston, Carroll said.
”The purpose of the program was
to use art to craft social conversations
and look at different, creative ways that
[city officials] can either change or improve city policies and city practices,”
Carroll said.

BY ANYA GRONDALSKI

U

nder the city’s Healthy Boston
initiative, zumba dancers and
yoga instructors hold free summer fitness sessions around the city in
hopes of encouraging citizens to be active.
Chair Yoga and Tai Chi are just two
of the many offerings of the initiative’s
new Summer Fitness programs. The instructors that form the yoga team hope
this new summer series will help people be more conscientious about their
mental and physical health.
At Chair Yoga, where participants do
yoga while sitting in a chair, instructor
Mike Massey and his friend and former student Born Bi-Kim teach a class
that delves deep into the human form.
Sessions occur in Symphony Park, surrounded by elderly facilities – making the
programs more enticing for residents.

Carroll said the office has
fostered “creative risk-taking” through various grants
that have “served a population that wasn’t previously
reached.”
The Percent for Art program, established in 2016,
is funded by one percent of
Boston’s capital budget to
create permanent public
art. When new government
facilities are built, the budget is used to finance a new
installation of public art.
In an effort to make art
more accessible, the office
PHOTO CREDIT: HANNAH FLAYHAN
has created “free and lowcost programming,” which
Red Faced is a painting by Ashley Normal, one
is detailed in a newsletter.
of the many local artists who benefit from the
With the influx of public
establishment of Boston Creates.
art, certain issues have been
brought to light.
The installment of “The Embrace,”
“It’s been interesting to see a lot of
the new Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. conversations around... the imbalance
contemporary art installment in Boston of representation in public art,” said
Common created by Hank Willis Carroll. “The artwork displayed shows a
Thomas, an artist of color, has indirectly lack of artists who are female or people
led to these necessary conversations.
of color.

Liza Roman, an elderly participant
in these sessions, has been attending in
order to help build up her balance and
slow down her lifestyle.
“This [yoga] does help you relax and
not go at a fast pace like you usually
do,” she said.
Although it may appear that the
chairs act as a support for senior citizens, Massey said he believes the opposite is true.
“Chair yoga works better for kids
than older people to be honest with
you,” he said. “I mean, think about our
society. Who gets in trouble for not sitting in chairs? Kids.”
Massey used to work at teen detention centers and said yoga can help
struggling inner-city teens develop
discipline and improve their mental
health. He recalls a time in which he

ran into a former student whom he had
met at these facilities.
“He was like, ‘Yo, that chair stuff
worked. It got me outta jail.’ You want
these kids to stop shooting each other
and killing each other over gangs and
colors?” he said. “You show them their
enemies are just as blessed as they are.”
The two have worked in a trio with
friend Karland Barrett, a massage therapist based in Jamaica Plain. They provide a combined offering of yoga, vegan
cooking, and massages in Dorchester
and the South End. They stress the
benefits of yoga and how the End
Goal is always “Samadhi,” or liberation. Youth street violence is a serious
concern, and they feel that if teenagers stepped on a mat, they would “namaste” away from crime.
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THE “OTHER” MINORITY
BY ANEK YEN

I

“The Embrace” memorial depicted on Boston Common.
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The King is back in Boston
BY ISABELLA SORIAL
AND MALIYAH STEWART

E

lizabeth Walker still remembers hearing Martin
Luther King Jr. speak.
“It was electric,” Walker
said. “Martin Luther King was
a hero.”
Walker, the first black
woman to co-anchor a newscast in Boston and current pastor of the Roxbury Presbyterian
Church, is a leader in Boston.
King Jr. inspired her to pursue
journalism and become CoChair of King Boston.
King Boston is a privately
funded non-profit organization
working on projects that would
incorporate King and Coretta
Scott King’s legacy into the
heart of Boston. It seeks to address issues such as enduring
economic inequalities, racial
discrimination, and injustice.
It was founded by Paul English,
a Boston-based businessman,
on Sept. 20, 2017.
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The Kings met and fell in
love in Boston when they were
students – he studied at Boston
University, and she at the New
England Conservatory.
On Oct. 6, 2018, King
Boston hosted its King Legacy
Night fundraiser at the Museum
of Fine Arts in Boston. It raised
more than $500,000 in private
donations. The money will be
put toward four initiatives.
The first is a new monument
in Boston Common. The design
is called ‘The Embrace.’ It is
based on a picture of King hugging his wife when he won the
Nobel Peace Prize. It will take
about $4 million and about two
years to build.
Boston-based filmmaker
Roberto Mighty is producing and directing a 30-minute
documentary about the Kings
and their life in Boston. Mighty
plans to release it the same
time the monument is finished.
King Boston will build the

King Center for Economic
Justice, which seeks to address economic disparities
in Boston. It will include job
training and information on
how and where to get jobs in
the Boston area, and act as a
community resource center in
Dudley Library.
King Boston will also secure
a $1 million endowment with the
Twelfth Baptist Church, where
King preached while he lived in
Boston. It will use the money
for related programming, especially economic development.
They plan to look at King’s last
speeches, often focused on poverty, and layer that over what is
happening now.
After its four initiatives are
complete, King Boston hopes
to sustain the monument and
Center for Economic Justice for
a long time to come.
Walker says that King
Boston “is one of the most exciting things [she’s] ever done.”

n discussions of minorities and the policies that represent their diversity, Asian Americans are being overlooked
from the conversation, according to the authors of a report on the changing minority population in the Boston area.
National studies show that Asian Americans will ultimately become America's largest minority group, surpassing
Hispanics by 7 percent by 2053. The group will also make up
38 percent of all U.S. immigrants.
Paul Watanabe, one of the authors of the report, is a professor of political science at UMass Boston and the director
of the Institute for Asian Americans. The institute dedicates
its time to researching and providing resources to Asian
Americans in Boston, Massachusetts.
The main focus of the institute is not only to provide research and educate the public, but to increase the capabilities of the Asian American community, he said.
Asian Americans are often placed under the stereotype of
being the “model minority," but are not involved in the discussions of diversity despite being the largest foreign-born population, Watanabe said. This group remains the fastest growing
ethinc group in the U.S. since 2000, growing 72 percent.
“The significant expansion of immigration taken place
within the last few decades and its impact on Boston and the
region has been immense. It’s not just the immigration numbers, it's where the immigrants come from,” said Watanabe.
Trevor Mattos, the research manager of Boston Indicators
at the Boston Foundation, is a co-author for the report "The
Changing Faces of Boston."
The report found income inequality within the Asian
American community, as this group had the highest income
and the highest poverty rate mentioned by Trevor Mattos
The Asian American community has a considerable number of people that do not have a high school diploma, but
the added amount that has a bachelor degree has caused a
substantial rift in socioeconomic status, said Mattos.
Watanabe pointed out that the report specified that,
due to language barriers, a significant portion of the Asian
American community does not participate in politics, encountering issues like applying for citizenship and registering to vote.
Asian Americans have been driven by stereotypes, which
have led to an increase of them in STEM fields and law.
According to Paul Watanabe, these fields are reasonable areas,
though parents need to recognize it’s not the only choice.
“I think what part of what parents have to do is support
the desire of their children, and really recognize, and value
them,” said Watanabe.
For the country to move forward, it needs to open the conversation to focus on integrating politics, represent the minority, and the diversity it represents, stated by Paul Watanabe.
"This population, which often has been neglected, often
misunderstood, often thought of in a very stereotypical way
is one that needs to be explored more carefully. It's important
to fill that particular void within the country and the area,"
said Watanabe.
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This Bigfoot is a real urban legend

PHOTO CREDIT: SOPHIA DEJESUS

Bigfoot mannequin at 826 Boston.
BY SOPHIA DEJESUS

I

n the city streets, between the hustle and traffic, finding the Greater Boston Bigfoot Research
Institute isn’t something you would expect. Nor is
the earthy scent of dirt and the woods inside.
And then your eyes land on the Bigfoot mannequin.
With gadgets and posters all over the walls, you
would believe 826 Boston is home to people who are

FACES continued from page 1
14.1 percent increase.
Despite the increasing presence of nonwhite populations,
their representation in politics
and education have remained low,
according to the new report.
“One of the key challenges ... is
working to better understand and
to better support and empower
these immigrant communities
to build their lives and to support their families,” said Trevor
Mattos, the research manager of
the Boston Foundation and one of
the authors of the report.
In addition to examining the
political and social disparities that
these minorities face, the team ex-
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truly dedicated to finding Bigfoot. However, after a
little more investigating -- and some help from the
friendly staff -- you find yourself in a creative space
where young minds are encouraged to create.
826 Boston is a local chapter of a nonprofit organization devoted to empowering “traditionally underserved students ages 6-18 to find their voices, tell
their stories, and gain communication skills to succeed in school and in life,” according to its website.
The Greater Bigfoot Research Center disguise is
intended to help jumpstart a child’s creative process.
Each national chapter has its own identity.
Students involved in the program are able to work
alongside illustrators and a patient staff to create a
story of their own. They even have the opportunity to
become a published author in just about two hours,
leaving with their own physical book.
Carolyn Navikonis, director of programs and
community engagement at 826 Boston, was once
an English teacher.
Navikonis has a deep connection with helping
students become better writers, and her hope is that
all students who come through 826 Boston’s doors
walk away feeling as if their stories matter.
By focusing on children and giving them a space
and opportunity to be creative, Navikonis said,
they’re able to learn about themselves, as well as the
publishing process.
When asked about advice for young writers,
Navikonis stated, “it doesn’t have to be perfect, and
the first is not the final draft.”

amined the socioeconomic diversity within a single racial group.
In the Asian group, the difference
between the median incomes of
Indians and those from Pakistan
was almost $70,000. Similarly,
in the Latino group, the difference between the wealthiest and
the poorest ethnic group was over
$40,000.
The report further provides opportunities for municipalities to
incorporate minorities into their
political activities.
In Malden, the nonwhite population has increased from 12
percent to 53 percent. The report
found that the city economic inequality is reflected through its

rising house prices — 66 percent
faster than the average rate in the
Greater Boston area.
Upon the release of the report,
the city is making strides to ensure that minorities’ voices are
heard.
Mattos said that similar actions are currently being implemented in New Bedford area.
Moving forward, Mattos and
his team plan to further investigate the demographics within
the multicultural population
in Greater Boston. In addition,
Mattos hopes to look beyond the
data points by “talking to actual
individuals that are experiencing
[these disparities] firsthand.”

Kristine Guillaume
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First black female
president of Harvard
Crimson settles in
BY MALIYAH STEWART

K

ristine Guillaume has been at the helm of the
Harvard Crimson for only six months, but already is acting to improve the newspaper in significant ways.
Guillaume plans to recruit more diverse voices to
the newspaper. When she first started at the Crimson
as a writer, she noticed there was a majority of white
and Asian reporters. She said a wide variety of different
ethnicities will create more inclusivity in the Crimson
community.
Guillaume also implemented an implicit bias training. The goal of this training is to bring a respectful
and inclusive culture to the office environment and in
reporting.
Another area of improvement that Kristine would
like to make to the Crimson is upgrading the newspaper’s website. She plans to have a series of improvements to the website that will allow for a better
experience on a digital device
In the beginning of Guillaume’s journey of being
president of the Crimson, a lot of responsibilities were
bestowed on her and she always had to be aware.
“It's like a baptism by fire,'' said Guillume.
Now, Guillume said she has become content in her
role. While everything is still a learning process, she is
more aware of how her reactions to things may affect
the Crimson. She said that she learned how to be calm
and collected when there are situations of panic.
Guillaume’s favorite part of being president of the
Crimson newspaper is being able to interact with all 320
staff members. She is able to sit in on meetings about
different aspects of the whole organization, which gives
her the opportunity to connect with the staff.
After college, Guillume hopes to get a Ph.D. in
African American literature, and possibly journalism.
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FUTURE
LEGENDS
BY JONAH BINGHAM

A
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The Pawtucket Red Sox will be coming to the sports-hungry town of Worcester in April 2021.

Bringing the Woo to
“Woo”rcester
BY NOAH GREIF

T

he Pawtucket Red Sox, or
commonly known by their
fans as the “PawSox” and
the Triple-A affiliate of the Boston
Red Sox, will start a new chapter in
April 2021 by moving to Worcester.
Worcester will build Polar Park
in the Green Island neighborhood
downtown. The park will cost approximately $101 million, making
it the fourth most expensive minor
league ballpark ever built.
“Our ballpark will be distinct...
It should have Worcester tastes
and sounds. Some touches might
be evocative of Fenway Park, but
it will also have its own special
features that will make it its own
ballpark,” said Dan Rea III, general
manager of the PawSox, who has
led the relocation process.
Larry Lucchino wanted to relocate since he took office as president in 2015. The PawSox looked to
stay in Rhode Island with attempts
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PawSox make
the move to
the Bay State
to move to downtown Providence
as well as the historic site of Slater
Mill in Pawtucket, but negotiations
broke down.
“There’s an expression that it
takes two to tango, and unfortunately we didn’t get the cooperation from state officials despite the
efforts from our Pawtucket mayor,”
Rea said in a telephone interview.
Rea hopes to keep the team’s history of four league championships in
Pawtucket while embracing the culture and passion of Worcester.
“We aren’t moving to San Diego
or across the country, just 45 minutes up Route 146,” Rea said. “We
can establish a new presence, but

we want to still draw people from
Rhode Island and throughout New
England.”
The team has already started
to be an active and visible presence in the community. Rea recognizes that, because of the notable
excitement of the team coming to
Worcester, the organization has to
reflect that same energy.
A new nickname for the team
is still up in the air. Officially, it
will be called the Worcester Red
Sox. However, many have begun to
call the team the “Woo Sox.” The
team has filed trademarks with
teams of Worcester’s past, including the Worcesters, Ruby Legs, and
Wicked Worms.
“Having the official business
name of Worcester Red Sox is really important to have a connection
to the Boston Red Sox,” Rea said.
“But, having some way of celebrating our past and present is also really important.”

mong the cacophony
of bouncing basketballs and whistles,
Joe Amorosino is entering
PHOTO CREDIT: JONAH BINGHAM
his 52nd year as general
Joe Amorosino
manager of the Boston
Celtics summer camps.
Amorosino’s connection with the camps began
in the early 1960s when he met Celtic coach Red
Auerbach at a memorial service for the Celtics original owner Walter Brown. From there, the two developed a close relationship.
“Red and I had this friendship that developed
right to the end,” said Amorosino. “All through my
life at different stages, he was there to mentor me.”
Auerbach was the person who began the tradition
of NBA camps. He ran a camp for around 180 kids in
Marshfield with Celtics players. Soon after they met,
Amorosino followed in his footsteps by starting his
own camp with former Celtic Larry Siegfried.
By the time Amorosino had gotten his camp off
the ground, he said there were three camps run by
Celtics personnel. Aside from Amorosino’s camp,
Auerbach was running his own camp, and Celtics
point guard Bob Cousy was putting an end to his.
Now, Amorosino is the sole overseer of the Celtics
camps. He said that this year there will be 15 camp
sessions in six Massachusetts locations, and there
are plans for more sessions in the future. To manage
all of the camps, Amorosino says that he relies a lot
on his staff.
“The success of the camp is your coaches. It’s not
me, it’s not anybody else, they’re the ones that make
it go,” said Amorosino.
Amorosino cited the trust that exists between he
and his staff as the reason for the camps’ success,
explaining it is similar to the relationship between a
school’s principal and teachers.
“I have all classroom teachers...If a principal says,
‘Hey, I want you standing outside your classroom at
7:25 every morning to greet your students,’ where are
they gonna be? They’re gonna be right there,” he said.
One coach, Mike Lamie, has been helping
Amorosino at the camps for over 40 years, and was
coached by him in high school. Lamie says he has
learned many things from Amorosino throughout his
life, but there was one thing that seems to represent
Amorosino’s philosophy as a coach, and as a person.
Lamie quoted Amorosino: “I teach so that one
day when you see a kid in the schoolyard you can
teach them what I taught you: To love the game of
basketball.”
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